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The Georgian Opposition Hearkens to a Higher Voice 

// Certain opposition leaders seem to be having dialogue with 
Mikheil Saakshvili 
  
The Patriarch of all Georgia Ilia the Second made an initiative to 
start dialogue between the government and the opposition to end 
the confrontation in the country. At the same time, Georgian 
parliamentary speaker David Bakradze made a sensational 
admission: recently he “met secretly with some of the opposition 
leaders.” This means that the Georgian authorities have 
succeeded in splitting the ranks of the opposition, bringing part 
of its leadership to the negotiations in which some of 
Saakashvili’s opponents have so far refused to take part. 
  
Ilia the Second tied his initiative to the Day of Forgiveness and 
Repentance that was observed on April 28. The Patriarch 
concluded the service in the large Cathedral of the Holy Trinity 
in Tbilisi by reading a prayer that he had written himself. 
President Saakasvhili attended with his family. But the real 
sensation was the presence in the cathedral of one of the 
opposition leaders, former Georgian UN Ambassador Irakli 
Alasania, since all the other opposition leaders preferred to 
attend the service in other churches, not concealing their lack of 
desire to stand together with Saakashvili.  
  
Alasania had himself insisted to Kommersant the night before 
that he would not go to the Cathedral of the Holy Trinity, and 
instead intended to observe the ceremony in the church where 
his own priest serves. But he surprised everybody by turning up 
in the cathedral. Spotting him, Saakashvili declared to those 
gathered that he was ready “to be the first to offer my hand to 
the opposition in a sign of forgiveness and repentance.” 
Following these words, the Head of State headed in the direction 
of Alesania and offered him his hand in a grand gesture, and 
Alasania accepted it. Both tried not to look the other in the eye.  



  
This scene caused confusion among the other opposition 
leaders. “We made a decision in solidarity that we would not go 
to the cathedral, since Mikheil Saakashvili would use our 
presence for his PR campaign,” United Georgia party leader Eka 
Beselia told Kommersant, “but Irakli Alasania unexpectedly 
appeared there with Saakashvili. This was his decision, and we 
will certainly ask him why he made it.” 
  
After the service, the opposition leaders (including Alasania) 
met with Ilia the Second in his residence. As Industry Will Save 
Georgia party founder Zurab Tkemaladze told Kommersant, “the 
Patriarch did not say it directly, but he let it be understood that 
the protest demonstrations in Tbilisi must be ended, at least in 
their current form, and dialogue with the government must 
start.” 
  
“His Holiness did not say directly that the demonstrations should 
stop,” a source in the Patriarchy told Kommersant, “he only 
asked the opposition leaders about their plans and advised them 
to begin dialogue. But they unequivocally stated that the protest 
demonstrations and the civil disobedience campaign would be 
continued in the previous form, and negotiations could only be 
about Saakashvili’s resigniation.” While leaving the Patriarch’s 
residence, Levan Gachechiladze and former parliamentary 
speaker Nino Burjanadze emphasized that “negotiations with 
Saakashvili can only be about one issue: on guarantees of 
security for him and his family after his resignation.” 
  
Irakli Alasania’s statement sounded at odds with this: 
“Negotiations should start without any preliminary conditions,” 
he said. “It is essential that they be thoroughly prepared, so that 
they will not be negotiations for the sake of negotiations, but 
rather will conclude with concrete results.” This statement 
signifies that the opposition is no longer united on the issue of 
negotiations with President Saakashvili.  
  



Parliamentary speaker David Bakradze heated up the intrigue 
even further, stating that he had been meeting in secret with 
some of the opposition leaders and that they “have planned 
negotiations with an open agenda” for this week. 
  
This announcement came as a clap of thunder on a clear day. 
The opposition leaders began affirming with a single voice that 
“Bakradze is scheming, and there have been no secret meetings 
with the authorities.” However, Eka Kherkheulidze, a deputy 
from the ruling “United National Movement” and a Kommersant 
contact, confirmed the fact of meetings: “There were meetings, 
and at a rather high level, with the participation of certain 
opposition leaders,” she informed Kommersant. “I cannot name 
names, but I don’t rule out that open negotiations will 
nevertheless begin this week – this will be better for the 
country, and for the opposition.” 
  
“It is entirely clear that there were contacts between Bakradze 
and the opposition leaders, but they are afraid to speak about 
this out loud,” independent political scientist Kina Imnaishvili 
told Kommersant. “It’s obvious that, despite the seeming unity, 
Burjanadze, Gachechiladze and Alasania consider each other to 
be rivals, which President Saakashsvili is taking advantage of, 
cleverly playing on their contradictions.” 
  
Proof that opposition leaders were in negotiations with the 
authorities will be a serious blow for the opposition. “Any 
behind-the-scenes deal with the government is deadly for the 
opposition,” Georgian Gathering party leader Jondi Bagaturia 
told Kommersant. “The people will not forgive a deal with 
Saakashvili, and the start of dialogue in reality is for the 
distribution of posts.” 
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